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Over the past 5 years, cloud
adoption has grown considerably
as organizations have migrated from
on-premise and private cloud hosting
to the cloud.
Private Cloud deployments decreased
significantly in just 2 years,

53%

15%

in 2017

as organizations
move to the cloud.1

in 2019

The cloud provides compelling advantages
for financial services companies:
Zero footprint

Scalability

Fully managed

Predictable cost

Robust security

Future proof

Resiliency & Recovery

All of these advantages allow
for increased business agility
and maximized performance
in a competitive marketplace.

A 2019 AWS Benchmarking Survey found
that the cloud significantly boosts agility
and efficiency:
Business Agility

Faster speed to market

30.3%

431.5%

reduction in time
to market

increase in code
deployment frequency

Cost Savings
Lower TCO

27.6%

reduction in Cost
per User

Staff Productivity

More computing power

103.5%

83.4%

increase in Virtual Machines increase in Terabytes
per Administrator
per Administrator

Operational Resilience

Fewer incidents + faster resolution

4.7%

decrease in incidents per
month

37.2%

decrease in mean
time to resolution

As they fully map their
cloud migration strategies,
organizations now use
61% of
hybrid environments that
mix both private and
public cloud services2

on public cloud
2x Spending
services and infrastructure
will more than double
between 2019 and 20233

Considering a move to the cloud?
V3locity is Vitech’s cloud-based platform for
administration, engagement & analytics.
V3locity's advanced, cloud-native architecture
leverages the capabilities of AWS for state-of-the-art
security, scalability, and resiliency.

Please visit www.vitechinc.com or contact us at
info@vitechinc.com to learn more about how
V3locity can transform your business and unleash
your organization’s potential.
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